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The character list for the Record of Lodoss War universe, spanning OVA, TV series, novels and games.    open /close all folders Protagonists A simple village boy whose father Tessius was once a famous knight who was disgraced. He decides to take his father's sword and armor and joins his best friend Etoh on a journey. Arrested for
heroism: His early attempts at heroism get him banished from his hometown, as the city's citizens feared that all his rescuing people from the goth would be to inspire them to retaliate. Attack! Attack! Attack!: Parn's standard form of battle. His comrades ultimately show him that defense is just as important as that too. Badass Normal:
Since he's representing the Fighter class, he has no magical abilities, but he doesn't really need them. Cool Sword: Parn swings his father's sword as he first embarks on his journey, later acquiring the holy sword of Valis after King Fahn dies. Exile: He is banished from his hometown because of his early attempts at heroism. Idiot Hero: At
first. Parn is blatantly reckless and charges in total without thinking. But unlike most examples of this trope, he is not a very good fighter until he gets some training under his belt and learns to use his head a bit, leading him to constantly need to be bailed out. Interspecies Romance: He develops a romantic relationship with elf deedlit. The
Load: Pre-Character Development, he is the guy that the rest of the party constantly needs to salvage from his own naivety and ruthlessness. Unaware of love: He does not recognize Deedlit love, much to the chagrin (at least initially). Later in OVA he shyly brings her a flower. Took a level in Badass: During OVA. He starts out as a wet-
behind-the-ears kid, but becomes an experienced warrior. You can't go home again: He decides to burn down his home and leaves on his journey after an encounter with demons in his hometown. DeedlitA female high-grand mutile leaving the No Return forest to explore the world. She is quite young for an elf, is 160 years old, and is
believed to be the last hope for the tall elves. Minidress of Power: Wears a simple green jerkin, which shows a lot of thighs. Our elves are different: Mostly averted, still have a lot of classic tropes associated with the race down to being a child of the forest, using magic, and being long-lived. But she is something of a Genki Girl curious
about the outside world and her ears are huge. Pointy ears: Classic, but they are not just pointed they are extremely long. One character tic she has is to wiggle them. Royal Rapier: Her sword is so thin it looks like it could snap in two from a stiff breeze, but she can poke an enemy full of holes just fine. She cleans up nicely: She looks
beautiful in a pimped-out dress but is clearly unused to tight and limit clothes so she has seen complaints about it. EtohParn's best friend and priest in Falis, the Supreme God. Although he left the village as part of his education, he eventually returned to ask Parn to join his group of comrades. Babies just after: Detoya, a son born shortly
after his marriage to Fianna, and a daughter named Elianna. Carry a large stick: in accordance with RPG clergy tradition. Cool Hat: A zucchetto/yarmulke-style hat that he wears even after he becomes the new king of Valis. Healing Hands: He has this ability as a priest in Falis, but when he was a novice it was limited. Unexpected sequel:
When Princess Fianna married him out of love, it caused a bit of a stench among Valis's knighthood, which the King had traditionally chosen from among them rather than by bloodline. Falis's priesthood, however, drew heavily for the highly talented and capable young priest, and therefore he was crowned. White Mate: as an RPG-type
cleric. Slayn StarseekerVoiced by: Hideyuki Tanaka (JP, OVA), Mitsuru Miyamoto (JP, TV series), Al Muscari (EN, OVA &amp; TV series)An experienced wizard living in the same village as Parn. He sometimes acts as a mentor to Parn, as well. Magic Staff: His weapon of choice. GhimVoiced by: Yoshisada Sakaguchi (JP, OVA), Greg
Wolfe (EN, OVA) A dwarf warrior devoted to priestess Neese, whose daughter Leylia has disappeared under mysterious circumstances. He recruits his friend, the wizard Slayn, on a journey to help find her. Our dwarves are all the same: Your standard axe-wielding dwarf warrior. WoodchuckVoiced by: Norio Wakamoto (JP, OVA),
Jacques LeCan (EN, OVA) A thief that the group meets when they are thrown in jail for a short time. He is the last companion to join the group. Chuck Cunningham Syndrome: He does not appear in the TV series despite playing a major role in OVA. Fate worse than death: OVA never really elaborates on what happens to Karla after she
possesses Woodchuck. The TV series doesn't even mention him, showing a completely different woman serving as a vessel for Karla. Grand Theft Me: After removing Karla's influence from Leylia, the witch finds a way to live on by possessing Woodchuck. Unlikely aiming skills: puts a throwing knife through a dragon eye in the first
episode. Token Evil Teammate: Steals, cheats, gambles, and has no qualms over killing. You meet in a cell: The party meets him in the cell he's been in for twenty years because of petty theft. Took a level of kindness: In the books, Woodchuck is considerably greedy and deliberately allows himself to be taken by Karla. But in OVA he
proved to be a loyal companion who tags along with Parn and his friends and is quite horrified when Karla's circle comes towards him. (No! No! NOOOOOO!!!!)     Other heroes and allies Voice of: Minami Takiyama (JP, OVA), Yuu (JP, TV series), Karen Smith (EN)A female mercenary with a fiery temper, traveling with her companion,
Orson. Faux Action Girl: Unfortunately she is downgraded to this role in Chronicles of the Heroic Knight. In this series, she loses almost every fight she enters, including Designated Girl Fight. Ship Tease: With Orson, despite her protestations, they're just friends. She also develops a crush on Parn.OrsonA strong and silent mercenary who
hides all his emotions from the world. He can become an unstoppable force if he flies into his berserk rage. Bersærk Button: He flies into his berserk rage when women are in danger, especially Shiris. The TV series reveals that the reason for this is because Orson's village was looted by bandits and they killed his older sister as she tried
to protect him, leaving him as the sole survivor. Afterwards, he became obsessed with Hyuri, the spirit of anger. The Berserker: He became one after becoming obsessed with Hyuri. Blank White Eyes: When Orson's eyes turn all white, get the hell gone! Death by adaptation: In the TV series he is killed. The dreaded: Even skilled elves
warriors like Deedlit and Pirotes are wary of fighting Orson when they realize he is possessed by the spirit of rage. Dying Moment of Awesome: In the TV series, he takes the spirit of rage back into himself to save Shiris from a dark action girl. He then takes a necromancer and all his skeleton minions despite being crooked several times. It
is only when all enemies are dead that he collapses in front of Shiris and succumbs to his wounds. I let Gwen Stacy die: the death of his beloved sister is what made him a berserker. Ship tease: with Shiris. Orson admits his love for her in the TV series when he regains his emotions, but it doesn't go over well... Spared by Adaptation:
Orson dies in the TV series but is alive well at the end of the OAV. The stoic: By necessity, otherwise he risks becoming a danger to everyone around him. Kashue ArnagueRecognisable as the Mercenary King, Kashue became famous for unification of the desert kingdom of Flaim using only his sword. During the War of Heroes, he
deflects the invasion of the forces of Marmo and takes leadership after king Fahn's death. LeyliaA priestess of the goddess Marfa. In the backstory, she became obsessed with the gray witch Karla, leading to the events at the beginning of the story. Atons: After being freed from possession by Karla. She also feels guilty because it led
directly to Ghim's death, as well as mass death and suffering. Beware of Nice Ones: She is an incredibly powerful priestess, not to mention to be obsessed with the evil Naneel. The Chosen An evil kind due to being the reincarnation of Naneel. The Corruptible: At the start of the series, she is already devastated by Karla's influence.
Generation Xerox: Like its mother neese, joins a feast of as a healer to fight a great evil in Marmo. Healing Hands: She is a priestess of Marfa, god of creation, so this is one of her powers. Virgin Power: She is the incarnation of Naneel, an incredibly strong evil priestess in Kardis, and the key to Kardi's resurrection and return to power. Or
she would be if she hadn't gone and married Slayn and worn Little Neese.Neese New Adventurers Spark The Hero: The Protagonist of the TV Series. GreevusGarrack an axe to grind: he wields an axe in battle. Little Neese Ascended Extra: Going from the cute little girl who spends most of the first part of the show sleeping in the arms of
several of the older characters, to a member of the main band and one of the keys to either judgmental or saving the world. The Chick: And a Future Apocalypse MaidenLeaf Half-Human Hybrid: She's a Half-Elf Shipper on deck: She's completely captivated by the idea that Spark and Little Neese, who have a crush on him, are made for
each other. Aldonova Gentle Giant: He's a friendly giant Ryan Sixth Ranger: She joins the group much later in the series.     The Holy Kingdom of Valis Expressed by: Osamu Saka (JP, OVA), JW Gunther (EN, OVA)King of the Holy Kingdom of Valis. Thirty years before history, he was one of the six heroes who saved Lodoss, along with
his former companion Beld. Character dead: He dies during fight with Beld. Cool Sword: The Holy Sword, which serves as a counterpart to Beld's Soul Crusher. Knight in shining armor: per tradition, before Etoh, he was pulled from the knighthood of Valis to become king. Princess FiannaVoiced by: Michie Tomizawa (JP OVA) Kingdom of
Marmo Voiced by: Tarō Ishida (JP, OVA), Bob Barry (EN, OVA)The Emperor of Marmo, who was once a close companion to King Fahn. He was one of the six heroes who saved Lodoss from evil 30 years ago. He was touched by the darkness afterwards and eventually received the evil sword, Soul Crusher.AshramA highly qualified
warrior and lieutenant of Emperor Beld, known as the Black Knight. After Beld's death, he inherits the sword Soul Crusher and leads the people of Marmo.WagnardVoiced by: Takeshi Aono (JP, OVA), Bruce Winant (EN, OVA), Chikao Ohtsuka (JP, TV series), Oliver Wyman &amp; Bruce Winant (EN, TV series)A powerful dark wizard and
priest of the goddess of chaos, Kardis. He plans to revive Kardis, hoping that she will give him immortality in return. Big Bad: The main antagonist of OVA. Die Laughing: He gives a final evil laugh before succumbing to his wounds from Ashram. Dragon with an agenda: Seems to be offering his time under Beld while he gets enough
mysterious power to achieve his own goals. Evil sounds raspy: He has a rough voice and is big bad.pirotessA female dark elf noble and a follower of Wagnard. Although she planned to kill Ashram as revenge for her brother's death, she eventually learned that he was not responsible joins his army. Bad forces, bad people: Pirotes is a
shaman like Deedlit, but she urges spirits of darkness that the high elves won't associate with. Dark mistress: to Ashram, in the end. Heroic victims: Only in OVA, where she sacrifices herself to protect Ashram from shooting star's burning breath. Rapunzel Hair: Long white hair that reaches almost to her feet. KarlaVoiced by: Yoshiko
Sakakibara (JP, OVA), Simone Grant (EN)An enigmatic wizard of incredible power. Her true origins and goals are shrouded in mystery. Balance of good and evil: Is totally obsessed with this. Karla believes that the scale of tipping one way or the other will destroy Lodoss. Balance of power: The lesson she learned from cashull's fall is that
Lodoss should never be reconciled under a single power, whether through conquest or treaty. So she has spent the next several centuries playing the different kingdoms and other powers against each other so that it never happens again. Chess Master: King Beld of Marmo wants to conquer Lodoss. King Fahn of Valis wants to reconcile
it through treaties and alliances. Karla doesn't want any of these things to happen, so she manipulates them into war so they destroy each other. The Corruptor: She corrupts Leylia and eventually Woodchuck. Face-Heel Revolving Door: Formerly of the six heroes, Karla now lends her services to Marmo Empire... but for how long? Grand
Theft Me: Karla spirit, contained in the circle, can travel from person to person. Hero of Another Story: Was the Sixth Ranger of the Six Heroes Who Killed the Demon King. Kingslayer: Kills Emperor Beld in OVA because of her obsession with balance. Knowing when to fold them: In OVA, when Wagnard taps in by virtue of Kardis, Karla
retreats to the sidelines. Even a magical creature of Karla's size cannot stand up to an evil god, it seems. Forerunners The last descendant of a race of inherently magical people. Really 700 years old: Via Grand Theft Me. have done this since the fall of Cashull. Supervillain Lair: Likes hanging around in the ruins of Cashull, the ancient
kingdom of sorcery. Wild Card: Karla is her own faction in the fight for Lodoss, no matter which side she is currently aligned with. Incorrect context magic: Unlike most magical users in the surroundings, Karla doesn't have to use spells. Moreover, her style of magic is unique; she can unleash destructive energies without channeling spirits
or relying on enchanted tools.     Dragons attack by 50-foot no matter what: the old dragons are really gigantic! The opening sequence of the TV series makes a point of showing Parn riding on the ground while a red dragon flies next to him, dwarfing him. Then said red dragon flying into the background towards Shooting Star, only to end
than Shooting Star's eye; and we still have no idea how close the unnamed red dragon actually was to Parn. Kaiju: The Ancient Dragons are not only the size of Godzilla, Godzilla itself looks like a dwarf next to them. Our dragons are different: there are the wingless fire-swinging dragons, the two-legged wyvern mounts and the
aforementioned Ancient Dragons.AbramBramdMycen Good Wings, Evil Wings: she has a pair of golden, bird-like wings compared to narse or Abrams bat-like wings. Even in the series. Leave him to me: She goes in front of her wyvern-rider army to fight Narse one-on-one. Narse Bat Out of Hell: In both OVA and the TV show, Narse has a
very bat-like look to him. Expy: By Ancalagon. Multiple-tailed beast: in OVA Narse has two tails. Shooting Star The Dreaded: The most powerful of the ancient dragons and the one who protects the Scepter of Domination, the most powerful of treasure lodoss. For Evulz: He makes regular attacks on Blade just for the hell of it. Hero Killer:
Well, more of an Anti-Hero Killer, but he manages to kill Pirotes. Great and responsible: As the most powerful and thus the leader of the old dragons, he is also definitely the greatest. As mentioned above, conventional dragons are stunted by his eyes alone.     Gods Gods 
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